Debate resolution:

“By the end of the seventeenth century, it was inevitable that theology would no longer play a decisive role in the politics of the various European states.”

Division of teams:

Pro: Three MIT students

Con: Three MIT students

Round 1

• Pro side presents its argument (5-7 minutes)
• Con side presents its argument (5-7 minutes)

5-minute break to prepare rebuttals

Round 2

• Questions from debaters and audience (30-45 minutes)

5-minute break to prepare closing statements

Round 3

• Closing statements by con and pro sides, in that order (3 minutes each)
• Vote by class to determine winner
• Awarding of “Age of Reason”-themed prize!

********************************************************************

Debate teams may want to meet ahead of time to prepare the arguments they will use during the debate. Teams should also anticipate their opponent’s arguments and
questions from the floor, and prepare rebuttal points. Each team should designate ahead of time who will a) deliver the opening argument; b) respond to questions; and c) make the closing statement. Each speaker should stand when presenting an argument, and should speak slowly and clearly. If possible, practice your presentations before the day of the debate.

Finally, at the start of the debate each participant is required to turn in a single-sided, one-page position statement. This statement should also include two questions you might ask the other team during the Q & A part of the debate. Each team member will be graded individually.